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The increase in hourly rainfall amounts that we have seen over the last ten 
years has the engineering community adjusting their drainage designs that 
exceed the current plumbing code requirements for roof drainage. As we have 
discussed in previous newsletters, these adjustments are largely intended to 
reduce the risk of roof collapse due to loads (in excess of structural design) 
generated by standing water on roofs. 

Beyond roof failure, another side effect of this excessive rainfall is water 
infiltration around and through roof drain installations. Now I am steering 
way clear of the political opinions as to why we are experiencing these 
extreme weather events, but I can tell you that we are now regularly seeing 
evidence of overwhelmed roof drains on roofs that were installed before 
the modern code mandated over flow drainage requirements. We define 
“overwhelmed” as the pipe leader being full and water “backing up” higher 
than the drain rim. Roofs most severely affected by these new generation 
of rain events are typically very low slope (1/8”/ft), that have:  drains of 
4” diameter or less, parapets, and limited (if any) provisions for overflow; 
sound like your roof? This “overwhelming” creates a condition where 
water is covering the roof drain clamping ring (creating head pressure) 
not merely flowing over it. If the clamping rings are not tight, or if there 
are materials other than roof membranes and leads (like insulation) 
between the clamping ring and the roof drain, water will infiltrate under 
the clamping ring beneath the membranes. At this point damage is much 
more serious than just blemished interior finishes; damages will include a 
reduced R value due to wet roof insulation and reduced resistance to wind 
uplift of adhered systems. Roof systems that are adhered over concrete 
decks are especially vulnerable since the water has limited opportunity to 
drain through the deck and can remain trapped between the roof system 
and the deck indefinitely.

Water infiltration through early generation roofs drains are a significant 
problem and one of the largest contributors to the premature degradation 
of roof systems that we here at Zero/Six see over the course of any given 
year. After hurricane Harvey we saw thousands of squares of roofing 
damaged by standing water at roof drains during this extreme rain event. 
Inspections after the storm disclosed roofs that visually appeared fine, but 

ROOF DRAINS
THE SEQUEL 

WORDS: MR. BILL COLTZER JR., AIA
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under the membranes that did not exist prior. This can be a legitimate 
insurance (or FEMA)  claim (i.e. the roof system has been damaged 
by a weather event resulting in reduced “r” value and reduced uplift 
resistance) but the building owner must be able to prove that the roof 
was not damaged prior to the event; and that can be very difficult to 
prove (even with proper documentation).

The really scary point is that there are potentially thousands of “loose” 
roofs out there where the building owner has no idea that they are 
“loose”. These roofs continue to deteriorate and as they do, resistance 
to wind uplift is compromised further. A significant wind event such 
as a hurricane could be overwhelming for the gulf coast roofing 
community…and the insurance companies…and FEMA. Many of 
these roofs protect mission critical operations like hospitals where the 
building damage will seem light compared to equipment damage and 
lost income.

In the wake of hurricane Harvey, it is imperative that building owners 
know the condition of their roofs (and building envelopes in general) 
so that they can plan for either the replacement of the damaged systems 
prior to a storm or how to recover from catastrophic roof failure. Note 
that the impact on a region that depends on a mission critical facility 
(such as a hospital) extends way beyond what insurance can recover.

Bottom line is that roofs (and building envelopes in general) should 
be inspected yearly and immediately after each significant storm 
event. If you feel your roof may have been compromised, roof uplift 
testing is a relatively inexpensive means to determine the extent of any 
compromised areas. Lastly, understand that roof warranties typically 
have very limited coverage (if any) with regard to wind uplift and can be 
voided (or de-rated) if proper maintenance has not been documented.

Although roof drains are part of the roofing system, 
they are typically part of the plumbing contractor’s 
scope of work. Specifiers commonly require that 
the roof drain assemblies be water tested (by 
the plumbing contractor) by plugging the drain 
leader with a ball cock and flooding the drain with 
water. ZSC has seen many roof assemblies ruined 
by the testing of roof drain assemblies prior to 
the completion of the roof system (prior to proper 

termination of membranes at drains).                          

Roof drains should be tested prior to installation of 
roofing systems. 

LESSONS
Learned

Click image to view animation.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGHWVSCltRQ
MarketBurst PC
Stamp
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The house at 112 Ocean Avenue rocked the world of the quiet little town of Amityville New York when both a book and the 1979 movie of 
the same name, were released under the name of The Amityville Horror; to date, 9 books, 21 movies and a History Channel documentary 
have been released bringing far too much unwanted attention to a real life horror story for this once quiet little town. For those of us in the 
building envelope industry, The House at Cornell Tech designed by Handel Architects LLP. may have just rocked our, anything but quiet, 
little world by bringing attention to what can be accomplished with coordination, cooperation and attention to the building envelope detail. 

The House at Cornell Tech, located on Roosevelt Island New York, was voluntarily designed and built to meet the Passive House standard 
of energy efficiency making it the tallest and largest Passive House Building in the world. They chose the Passive House design because 
these codes can result in a 75% percent reduction in heating and cooling energy consumption compared to average new construction1. The 
ramifications are huge for both our industry and our environment. Our environment, because HVAC systems account for 40% of all energy 
consumption in the U.S.2  Our industry, because we now have a twenty six story high rise living environment where trades worked together to 
meet the Passive House standard of .15 cfm/ft2 @ 50 pa (.60 ACH50) and actually beat it by focusing on an effective air barrier that achieved 
a whole building air leakage rate of .03 cfm/ft2 @ 50pa3 (.0487 cfm/ft2 @75pa) 

Attention to the air barrier detail has been moving closer to center stage over the last two decades. In 1998 and again in 2011, NIST raised 
the red flag on building air leakage when they reported that, “despite assumptions to the contrary, typical modern U.S. commercial building 
envelopes are not particularly airtight4” averaging a disappointing 1.35 cfm/ft2 air leakage rate. Their conclusion was that “building envelope 
leakiness results in a significant energy cost5” and “substantial energy savings would result from the requirement of an effective air barrier for 
new commercial buildings.6” Then in 2014 NIST reported a 20% improvement over the 2011 study with the 2014 average air leakage down 
to 1.07 cfm/ft2 @ 75 pa; noted in the report was that, though an average, buildings recorded as giving attention to the air barrier scored 70% 
lower air leakage rates on average than others in the database 7. Now we have The House at Cornell Tech that has made quantum leaps in 
building air barrier improvements and in happy residents who are reporting their highest, mid-winter, heating/electric bill cost them about 
$308; air barrier details matter.

Though stringent, the systems to meet the Passive House codes have been in place since the 1980s but have only been employed in single 
family homes and low to mid-rise buildings found mostly in Europe.  Failure to meet these codes has not been because the BECx community 
has been negligent, our industry has created, and now uses, building components that individually meet the most rigorous standards; curtain 
walls, continuity of insulation, overlapping or monolithic air barriers, etc. have all been designed to perform at or beyond these Passive 
House codes. The horror occurs when these individual components come together to form one unit, in other words, when the trades meet. 
We have to provide assurances that the trades and the consultants put together buildings that will perform. 

The more codes drive down energy consumption through building performance, the more performance becomes about air leakage, so we 
test for air leakage. To measure air leakage, we test to ASTM E779 and E1827 through blower door testing. Z6 Commissioning has been ISO/
IEC accredited in these tests. When we arrive on site to begin our set up, we look like a team out of Area 51; wires and tubes are running 
everywhere, our computer table has flashing lights and screens and most clients know as much about what we are doing as they do about 
Area 51; it’s a simple process really. If you blow up a balloon for your child, you would expect that balloon to remain blown up, at least for a 
few days. What if that balloon has a small hole in it and your child is back in 10 minutes asking you to fill up the balloon again. In terms of 
air leakage, that balloon would have an air leakage rate of 6 air changes per hour because it has to be filled up every ten minutes or 6 times 
every hour and we would report this as an air leakage rate of 6 ACH which would fail all current standards. If the balloon held exactly one 
cubic foot of air and you were reporting to USACE, you would say your child’s balloon has an air leakage rate of .02 cfm/ft2.

Since we build buildings for a living and buildings don’t deflate when they have a leak, we rely on blower door testing to tell us if our building 
is leaky. Blower door testing has become the standard means by which an accredited testing agency can measure the amount of uncontrolled 
air being exchanged through leaks in the building envelope rather than through the preferred way of the HVAC ventilation system. Blower 

STRATEGIC PARTNER SPOTLIGHT:
Z6 COMMISSIONING, LLC

WORDS: Steve Singleton, Vice President, Z6 Commissioning, LLC

THE BECx HORROR
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Z6 COMMISSIONING, LLC

Photo Credit: © Handel Architects LLP
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doors simply measure the amount of air leakage and report back in 
air changes per hour (ACH) typically at 50 pascals for residential 
and small commercial, or cubic feet of air per minute per square 
foot of envelope area (CFM/ft2) at 75 pascals for large buildings. An 
“envelope area” is simply the combined surface areas of the ceiling, 
floor and all exterior walls that make up the shell or envelope of the 
building.

Blower door testing, in simple terms, records a building’s air 
leakage by measuring how hard calibrated orifice fans are required 
to work to create a 50 or a 75 pascal difference between the air 
pressure outside and the air pressure inside. A well-performing 
building envelope will require a small amount of work to achieve 
this difference due to the air tightness of the said well-performing 
building. Conversely, an underperforming building envelope will 
require great effort to achieve this difference and in some cases 
achieving this difference just isn’t going to happen. To illustrate how 
this works, find a straw and something to drink then take a drink. 
After taking that first drink, cut a hole in the straw and try to take 
a second drink. The straw without any holes would be considered 
to have a well-performing envelope because it takes little effort to 
create the necessary pressure difference required to take a drink; the 
straw with holes would require a significant effort and thus would be 
classified as underperforming.

 “But shouldn’t a building breathe?” The answer of course is yes, 
but it’s a conditional yes. In commercial buildings and work spaces 
we are ok with sharing the microwave, but we would prefer not to 
share the air we breathe with everyone we work with. We don’t give 
it much thought, but the guy in the next cubical exhaled about 160 
times since you started reading this article, about 1,000 times per 
hour and 8,000 times each day at the office. I don’t know how many 
people work in your office, but this fact used to really bug me the 
years I worked in New York City and would squeeze into a subway 
car twice a day to get to and from work. The House at Cornell Tech 
has 352 units that will house over 500 students, that is four million 
breaths per day inhaling the good oxygen and expelling carbon 

dioxide; a building with that many people that does not breathe would 
quickly become toxic; so yes, a building should breathe, just not through 
its building envelope. When a building breathes through its building 
envelope, it is breathing in unconditioned air that contains microbes, 
moisture and warm or cold air. The goal is to control how and where a 
house or building breathes, we can’t do this by means of a leaky envelope. 
This is where the “V” in HVAC comes into play, this is ventilation that is 

Historical Commercial Building Air Leakage Rates 
(in cfm/ft2)

Average Commercial Building Air Leakage Rates 
(in cfm/ft2)
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controlled and passes through the HVAC unit prior to entering into our 
living and work spaces. 

Blower door testing’s ability to economically measure whole building 
air leakage has moved to the front of the line in building performance 
testing. At Z6 Commissioning we are doing more and more blower door 
testing on new builds. Then, as the word has spread, we began getting 
calls for existing buildings that were underperforming; typically the call 
comes when condensation builds on the interior, or it becomes necessary 
to bring in dehumidifiers to create a comfortable living/work space. We 
are finding a number of buildings where the unconditioned areas are 
communicating with the conditioned areas and they’re not supposed to 
do that. 

Smoke testing has become our go to resource for determining how the 
interior buildings spaces are communicating with each other and to 
see how the envelope is, in turn, communicating with the outside. This 
method follows the ASTM standard E1186 protocol by engaging a non-
toxic, non-staining, glycerin based smoke designed to infiltrate all air 
voids with a 1.5 hour hang time smoke vapor. Orifice blower doors are 
then used to provide a positive pressure within the building envelope to 
force smoke through envelope penetrations and openings to determine 
where the leaks are; we put together a team: Z6 commissioning provides 
the techs and equipment for the smoke test, Zero/Six Consulting provides 
the forensic specialist, a punch list is created, repairs are made, then we 
come back and do the blower door test. The biggest question clients have 
with smoke testing are concerns that the smoke will cause damage to the 

building’s interior. This has not been the case even when we were 
asked to smoke test one of the seventy seven historical landmarks 
in Galveston. As smoke filled the interior I trembled with fear as I 
watched historical works of art disappear in the smoke, but as the 
fans were turned around and the interior was evacuated, these 150 
year old works reappeared with no indication that a smoke test had 
ever occurred.  

Component and system manufacturers have created air tight, 
efficient products; envelope consultants like Zero/Six have the 
expertise to specify how these are integrated; Z6 commissioning 
has the tools to test them. The U.S. Army Corp of Engineers 
(USACE) and the International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) 
require buildings to be built with an effective air barrier that is 
verified through blower door testing to reduce energy loss through 
uncontrolled building envelope air leakage. To date I have not seen 
a building occupancy permit withheld for failing a blower door 
test. But, now that we have seen what is possible with The House at 
Cornell Tech, you can be sure that the day is coming. We have the 
components, we have the systems, we have the consultants, and we 
have the ability to test it, why not gain a 75% reduction in HVAC 
energy consumption?

If you’re starting a project, give Zero/Six Consulting a call and 
bring them in now to bridge the gap between trades and provide 
details for the building envelope. Call us at Z6 Commissioning for 
testing to provide assurances that everyone has and is doing their 
jobs correctly. The house at 112 Ocean Avenue made famous by The 
Amityville Horror had to change its address just to regain its market 
value. You don’t want to be that guy. 

1 https://www.burohappold.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/bhe-cornell-tech-casestudy-web.pdf 
2 https://www.wbdg.org/resources/high-performance-hvac
3  https://www.burohappold.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/bhe-cornell-tech-casestudy-web2.pdf
4 Persily, 1998; Emmerich and Persily, 2011
5 Emmerich and Persily, 2005
6 Emmerich et al., 2007
7 Emmerich and Persily, 2014
8 https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/22/realestate/living-in-the-first-passive-house-high-rise.html
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Folks who know much about me know that I was raised 
in a family owned construction business that I loved; and 
(much to my parent’s dismay) I cannot just not  leave 
construction alone. Although my father’s grand plan was 
to educate an architect that understood  construction, he 
would have preferred I left the actual construction side 
behind. He believed, and he was right, that it is very difficult 
to be competitive in a world where schedule and budget are 
king and your world is based on high quality at fair price 
delivered on a time line that is supported  by both.

That said, nothing beats the satisfaction of building 
something you can be proud of with folks that appreciate 
your efforts. Over the last sixty plus years, my family has 
made/maintained  some great relationships that started  

in the construction industry. True, there have also been some 
tough times, but we are still here and stronger for all of the 
experiences.

Good news is that diverse experiences typically make you 
stronger and they can make you smarter. That said, I am smart 
enough to know that I do not want to be a General Contractor. 
The word “general” is enough to hang me up; I am a detail guy 
that does not lives in a “general” world.  I do consider myself 
and my extended family to be “constructors” and we have been 
quietly building cool things (for a select few) for the entire time 
that Zero/Six Consulting, LLC has been in business. How many 
of you knew that? Well the cat is out of the bag and while we 
still are happy with a few cool projects, the size and frequency of 
those projects has increased to the point that the construction 
effort can no longer be a side dish to the “Z” businesses. 

So, let me formally introduce you to Coltzer Company, LLC 
which we actually chartered a couple of years back, but have not 
really marketed…until now. The industry is ripe for an honest 
to God, architect owned, design-build firm and I want Coltzer 
Company to deliver it. Coltzer Company is not intended to be 
everything to everyone and if you have a project that just anyone 
can do; you should probably let them  do it. Coltzer Company is 
here for those complex projects where a turn key solution by a 
company with in-house design and construction expertise can 
provide the best opportunity for success. Although the current 
team includes staff drafted from those previously mentioned 
“Z” businesses, our work force still includes friends that have 
worked for Coltzer related companies since 1989. We also have 
some new faces that will help with management and business 
development related tasks.   

WORDS: MR. BILL COLTZER JR.AIA

STRATEGIC PARTNER SPOTLIGHT:
COLTZER COMPANY,  LLC

Put us in, Coach.       We Can Build It!
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Coltzer Company shares a common office space with Zero/Six 
Consulting, LLC and Z6 Commissioning, LLC in our headquarters 
in Galveston, Texas. This one roof houses the ultimate collaboration 
in construction, architecture, structural and windstorm engineering, 
and ISO accredited testing that may exist. It is a think tank and 
business incubator all in one. 

The result is a dedicated team of construction professionals capable 
of delivering old school craftsmanship while utilizing the latest 
technological advances in design and construction. Although 
current commissions are rich in the restoration and religious 
sectors, Coltzer Company is not limited to specific markets;. Coltzer 
Company has extensive experience in industrial, medical, research, 
and higher education projects.

That said, some projects are so unique that qualified teams with 
experience simply do not exist. We live for it. “Put us in, coach. We can 
build it.”

COLTZER COMPANY,  LLC

Put us in, Coach.       We Can Build It!
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Photo Credit: Rendering Provided by University of Texas at Austin
UT AUSTIN ENERGY ENGINEERING BUILDING 

The EEB is a 183,000-square-foot facility and the next building in the Cockrell School’s facilities master plan, and it will foster multidisciplinary collaboration and further 
establish the school as a world leader in energy education and research. The building will feature flexible teaching labs, multipurpose classrooms and cutting-edge research 
labs with the goal of combining research and teaching to create a new type of experiential education for students pursuing careers in energy.

Owner   The University of Texas Austin
Architect  Jacobs Engineering Group, INC. 

Contractor The Beck Group

Location   Austin, TX  

Type  Expansion

Scale  183,000 SF

Status  In Progress. To be completed xxx

Cost  $160,000,000 
Scope of Work  Drawing Review, On-site QA/QC and Reporting, Commissioning of the Building Envelope, including Ait Infiltration Testing per ASTM E783, Static 
Pressure Water Infiltration Testing per ASTM E1105, Diagnostic Nozzle Water Testing per AAMA 501.2, Roof Membrane Uplift Resistance Testing per ASTM E907, 
Electronic Leak Detection per ASTM D7877, and Blower Door Testing per ASTM 1186.

Photo Credit: Rendering Provided by University of Texas at Austin
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PROJECTS
AT-A-GLANCE

Photo Credit: Rendering Provided by University of Texas at Austin

NOEL UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

Noel United Methodist Church (UMC) was constructed beginning in 1910 and completed in 1913 in Shreveport, Louisiana.  
The church sanctuary was the largest in the city at the time of opening and originally named after the founders deceased son, 
James S. Noel, Jr.  After a massive fire in 1925, the building had to be mostly reconstructed with the exception of the multi-
wythe masonry exterior walls.  At this point, the church was renamed to what it is currently in honor of the entire Noel family. 
Since its reconstruction in 1925, the church has undergone several construction projects, including a roof replacement and an 
exterior masonry pointing project in 2013, as well as, various additions added throughout the years. 

Owner   Noel United Methodist Church

Location   Shreveport, Louisiana  

Type  Forensic Assessment 

Scale  565,000 SF

Year Built   1913
Scope of Work  Zero/Six Consulting, LLC performed a stage one facility assessment on the building.
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01 4th of July
Zero/Six had a blast celebrating 
Fourth of July with Brandon 
McDermott Band. Billy even 
performed the song he wrote for his 
wife, Shelley. 

02

04

03

GISD’s Book Bus

Sweet Sixteen

Senator Ted Cruz

Zero/Six Consulting, LLC proudly 
supports Galveston Independent 
School District’s Book bus. In 
conjunction with the Galveston 
Chamber of Commerce, we collected 
books from our employees and 
donated to the bus. 

Company party celebrating our Sweet 
Zero Sixteen Anniversary. 

Thanks to the Galveston Chamber of 
Commerce, our team was able to meet 
Senator Ted Cruz. “Great times to be a 
Texan.” - Ted Cruz

05

07

06

O’Connell Visit

Beach Lunch Break 

BOMA Expo

We had the privilege of entertaining 
a group of engineering hopefuls from 
O’Connell College Preparator School 
at our office and laboratory. Always 
fun sharing our views of the industry 
with interested students (that were 
also really cool kids!). We welcome 
them back anytime. 

It’s great to have access to the beach for 
an end of the week lunch break!

We had booth 512 for the Houston 
BOMA Expo 2019 at NRG Center in 
Houston. Daniel Hodge adn Chase 
Coltzer were there to discuss with 
building owners and managers how to 
keep the outside our of their buildings. 

14
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James is a senior at Ball High School.  He has been work-
ing on 3D computer modeling. He’s enjoyed the hands on 
experiences, using unique testing equipment and creating 
mock ups used to calibrate instruments for engineering 
constructs. He plans on pursing an engineering degree 
after high school.    

James Stevens

Gannon has been working with our testing teams for Z6 
Commissioning.  He has certainly learned a lot about 
roof and window systems on commercial buildings.  After 

graduating from Texas A&M, he hopes to work for an 
architectural firm as a project manager.

Gannon Rawlins

Avery has worked in the office updating and maintaining 
our websites, and providing IT services. He also got field 
experience with the Z6 testing crew, assisting in running 
the chamber, uplift, and blower door tests. He appreciates 
the opportunity to develop skills in both environments. 
He is attending Texas State for Business Management.

Avery Gavin

Zach enjoyed learning about the archictectural process and 
how to interpret and create drawings. He also enjoyed be-
ing on site and using the 3D scanner to assist in construct-

ing a digital model. He plans on pursuing his masters in 
architecture after graduating from Texas A&M.

Zach Andrews

IN
TER

N CORNER

Come see us at 

Texas A&M 

Career Fair 

September 18
th - 20th.

We’re always 

looking for Interns!
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JOIN OUR

ZERO/SIX TEAM

APPLY HERE !

At Zero/Six Consulting, we’re always on the lookout for fresh insight, creative minds and bold 
talent, at all experience levels and specialties, to work on unique projects in a wide variety 
of markets from design through project completion. Our corporate culture supports career 
advancement in an energetic, collaborative environment where innovation thrives, ideas come to 
fruition and employees experience a good work/life balance. We offer competitive pay, benefits, 
team building activities, continued education and more! Discover your career with Zero/Six!

CURRENT OPPORTUNITIES

LEAD / TECHNICAL ARCHITECT –  GALVESTON, TX

JOB DESCRIPTION: Zero/Six Consulting, LLC has a position available for a Lead/Technical Architect 
meeting the following criteria:

CANDIDATE MUST HAVE THE FOLLOWING SKILL REQUIREMENTS:
• Five to ten years’ experience in the preparation of technical drawings related to the exterior 

building envelope.
• Construction experience related to the exterior building envelope (not tenant build-out 

experience).
• Currently licensed in the State of Texas (licensure in other Gulf Coast states is a plus).
• Proficiency in AutoCAD and Microsoft Office Suite applications, including MS Word, Excel, 

Publisher, and PowerPoint. Must be willing/capable to become proficient in AutoCAD 3D and BIM 
related software such as REVIT.

• Team player with above average communication skills and a dispute resolution mindset.
• Must be equally comfortable at job site and boardroom settings.
• Physically fit and without fear of heights (appropriate training will be provided).

REQUIRED EDUCATION: Bachelor’s or Master’s degree

COMPENSATION: Base salary is commensurate with experience and licensure.

JOB TYPE: Full-time

Zero/Six Consulting, LLC. is an Equal Opportunity Employer

OUR CORPORATE CULTURE SUPPORTS 
CAREER ADVANCEMENT IN AN ENERGETIC 
ENVIRONMENT WHERE INNOVATION THRIVES

https://www.z6consulting.com/about-us/careers/
http://


Thank you for reading our newsletter!
For more information, visit www.z6consulting.com!

OUR HISTORY 
OF KEEPING THE 

OUTSIDE OUT

http://www.z6consulting.com
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